Wireless Networking
Wireless networks are all around us. We use them in coffee shops, on trains and in our homes. We all know
there are good and bad ones. If the wireless network is poor in a coffee shop this can be an annoyance but if
that same performance is repeated in our workplace the implications can be far more than just annoying.

Our Solution, options and approach
Atlas are able to provide high quality, reliable, secure, high performance enterprise class networking solutions
that allow a workforce to use mobile devices and laptops without suffering poor wireless connections. This
enables new ways of working and can also increase employee satisfaction and productivity.
Using an enterprise class networking product allows advance features such as centralised management of
devices, access point hopping, traffic analysis and performance monitoring. Utilising the latest wireless
technology also allows high speed mobile devices to be used at their full potential.
Our wireless networking offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise class solution
High speed reliable Wi-Fi connectivity to mobile devices
Centralised management of access points
Smart Wi-Fi meshing
High density mobile environments
Replace ineffective current equipment

Best Practice from the Atlas Business Group
Atlas is ISO27001 and ISO9001 registered. We have been building, implementing and managing reliable,
available, scalable and secure environments for many customers over the years.
By using our UK based data centre and managed network we are able to provide a comprehensive point or end
to end solution if required. We have extensive experience across a wide range of computing environments
include networks, servers, data centres, security, cloud hosting and storage provision.
Atlas has the ability to architect and build a comprehensive network infrastructure that reliably and securely
provides the foundation to enable a mobile empowered workforce. We have worked with customers to
introduce a mobile environment within an existing computing environment.

Deliverables
Atlas can provide a number of solution based on your organisations’ specific requirements:
•
•
•
•

Single onsite enterprise class Wi-Fi access points
Multiple access points with local management
Multiple access points with remote management
High performance mobile Wi-Fi providing real-time streaming video for up to 500 clients

Business values and benefits
Nothing affects employee performance more than a slow network within the workplace. Many organisations
are providing employees with a network that s many times slower that what they are using at home.
By using a Wi-Fi powered network from Atlas the employee experience can be dramatically changed for the
better. Improved performance and reliability makes sure employees get data delivered to the mobile device
when they need it.

